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In this chapter we will explain what events are and how organizations can use them strategically. 
Moreover, we will discuss several types of events and introduce the EVENTS model. Finally, the 
structure of this book is described, with a preview of Chapters 2 through 10.

Learning Targets
After studying this chapter, you will have learnt:
•	 how events can be used strategically;
•	 what a strategically used event is;
•	 which types of events there are;
•	 what the main differences between the various types of events are; and
•	 how the EVENTS model works.

The Strategic Use of Events
This book is about the strategic use of events; about the ways in which organizations use events 
like air races to achieve underlying objectives. This is referred to as a strategic use of events 
because the event is part of a strategy – a carefully thought-out plan to achieve a certain goal. 
The event is the carrier of the message: in other words, it is a communication tool. Marketers 
and other communication professionals use events to get their message across to a specific target 
group or to increase customer loyalty. Messages range from ‘Buy this product’ to ‘Nothing beats 
 Groningen’.

The Emergence of Events as a Strategic Marketing Tool
Marketers and communication professionals use events as a strategic marketing tool more and 
more often. According to MOSAIC (www.eventmarketer.com), the corporate community is 
currently spending about 25% of its marketing budget on organizing events.

Where does this increasing popularity come from? We believe there are three explanations:

 1. Target groups are becoming increasingly intangible to marketers. Many traditional 
marketing communication tools have lost much of their ability to capture the target 
group’s  attention. Newspaper subscriptions have been declining for many years, for in-
stance. This means that marketers today reach fewer people through newspaper advertis-
ing. The same holds true for radio and television: due to the steady growth in radio and 
television channels, viewer and listener attention becomes fragmented. All this has forced 
marketers to look for alternative means of communication. Strategic events are one of 
these alternative means.
 2. Events are effective tools to ingrain your message in the audience’s mind. They are perfectly 
suitable for adding a layer of emotional value to a product or service. Visitors to an event undergo 
the event and experience it, and the event gives them lasting memories to cherish. As a result, 
the message of the event will stick – provided that it is communicated in the right way, of course. 
In a time when products and services, and cities too, become more and more alike, this is a good 
way to distinguish yourself.
 3. Events are excellent tools to contribute to the quality of life in a company or, for instance, in 
a city or part of a city. Events foster social cohesion, thanks to their interactive character.

www.eventmarketer.com
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The sound of a roaring engine: a small plane skims past a gigantic, cone-shaped pylon, 
turning in the direction of a slender white bridge. When the pilot manoeuvres his 
plane under the bridge, the crowd holds its breath: will the daredevil survive this stunt?

Red Bull has created an international series of air races (see also Chapter 6) in which 
competitors have to navigate a challenging obstacle course. Pilots fly individually against 
the clock and have to complete tight turns through a slalom course consisting of pylons 
and bridges. Admission to the event is free, and it draws huge crowds. Red Bull manu-
factures the popular energy drink of the same name, and finds itself in the same league 
as Vrumona, Spa and Heineken. Its core business is producing, bottling and distributing 
energy drinks. Why would this company engage in organizing air races?

Red Bull has created the air race series for marketing purposes. The air races are part of a 
sophisticated strategy. The company organizes the races to give the Red Bull brand a sporty 
and adventurous image. This image is supposed to help Red Bull distinguish itself from its 
competitors, who sell more or less similar energy drinks. The adventurous image is supposed 
to tempt customers to single out Red Bull rather than, for instance, a can of Slammers.

To Red Bull, the air race is therefore not an end but a means: the drinks manufac-
turer organizes the races for strategic reasons – for brand strategy reasons, to be pre-
cise. The event is a tool to achieve the underlying objective of creating an adventurous 
and sporty image. This does not mean, however, that the specific nature of the event 
is irrelevant. Red Bull deliberately opted for air races and not poetry reading sessions.

Event Marketing
The discipline that involves using events as a live means of communication is referred to as event 
marketing. Event marketing is marketing practices based on the use of events. In event market-
ing, events are part of, for instance, a communication campaign or a branding strategy. Sometimes 
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the events are organized once (on a one-off basis), sometimes several times (on a regular basis). 
Chapter 3 addresses the subject of event marketing more extensively.

Event marketing is applied primarily in four types of marketing:

 1. Customer relationship marketing: building, maintaining and intensifying relations with vari-
ous parties (see Chapter 4).
 2. Marketing communication: marketing products and services by influencing the visitor’s know-
ledge, attitude and behaviour (see Chapter 5).
 3. Branding: influencing, creating or changing valuable associations that a visitor has with a 
brand (external branding) and/or influencing, creating or changing valuable associations that an 
employee has in order to increase employee engagement and optimize the customer experience 
(internal branding) (see Chapter 6).
 4. City marketing: ‘selling’ a municipality or region to current and potential residents, visitors/
tourists and businesses or organizations (see Chapter 7).

These four types of marketing will be covered in Part I of this book.

Using Events as a Strategic Marketing Tool
Using events as a strategic marketing tool: now what does this mean precisely? In this book, we 
use the following definition:

Using an event as a strategic marketing tool involves planning a unique event or series of events 
for one or more target groups where people come together, either physically or virtually, at the 
invitation and initiation of a company/business, government body or non-profit organization. 
The client wishes to achieve an emotional added value by means of an experience, to support a 
predefined objective (communicative or otherwise) that has to be achieved among one or more 
of the target groups identified.

This type of event has a number of characteristics. The event:

•	 is a planned, unique, physical or virtual event or series of events for one or more target groups;
•	 is held at the invitation of an organizing party; this invitation may also be public, so for everyone;
•	 is aimed at achieving an emotional added value to support the communicative objective of 

the organizing party;
•	 creates an emotional added value by means of an experience.

Several of these elements are reflected in our Red Bull example. After all, it involves:

•	 a planned event: the race and its spectators;
•	 a target group: consumers who are interested in spectacular adventurous sports;
•	 an invitation: Red Bull announces to the general public when and where the races will take 

place;
•	 an emotional added value: the aim of the race is to create a distinct image for the brand;
•	 an experience: spectators experience the excitement and sensation of the race.

Experiences
The definition in the section above shows that experiences are an important factor in the 
strategic use of events. But how does this work? Why does Red Bull expect that the spectators 
at the air race will associate the brand with sports and adventure afterwards? In a nutshell, it 
works as follows – before, during and after the event. Visitors to an event are exposed 
 continuously to sensory impressions. They see, hear and undergo all sorts of things. These 
impressions lead to an emotion; for instance, enthusiasm or aversion. As a result, the visitor 
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experiences the event as either pleasant or terrible. After the event, the visitor takes stock 
(unconsciously). The event as a whole has then become an experience. It is precisely because 
events are sensory experiences that the visitor is especially open to any messages communicated 
during the event. The visitor to the race organized by Red Bull is part of the spectacle. He 
feels the excitement, is engaged emotionally and feels a connection with the values of Red 
Bull. From now on, spectators will associate Red Bull with adventure and spectacle, either 
consciously or unconsciously.

The explanation we have given here is a strong simplification and certainly not based on any 
academic sources. The psychological processes that are involved in acquiring experiences and asso-
ciations are complex. There are numerous factors that play a part in the visitor’s experience of an 
event: the visitor’s mood, interests, previously acquired experiences, social environment and back-
ground. The better an event aligns with these personal factors, the more meaningful the event will 
be to the visitor concerned. Chapters 8 and 9 of this book will consider this in more detail.

Touchpoints
The way in which an event is experienced is determined to a high degree by the visitor’s 
experience of what are referred to as touchpoints. Touchpoints are interaction points be-
tween the organizer of the event and the visitors to the event; in other words, all commu-
nication and contacts between visitors and representatives of the organization. Sometimes, 
these points of contact are orchestrated carefully and deliberately by the organizer, and 
sometimes they occur accidentally. Touchpoints occur not only during the event but also 
before and afterwards. Take, for example, the Red Bull air races. In the pre-event phase, 
the organization announces the event to the target group, the general public. During the 
event itself, the energy drinks manufacturer is also unmistakably present, with its logos 
scattered around the site and its many representatives. And afterwards, the company posts 
photographs of the event on a freely accessible website, so as to allow visitors to enjoy the 
memory of the event.

When creating an emotional added value for a product or service, it is important for the or-
ganizer to pinpoint those points of contact that are crucial to the visitor. After all, bad experi-
ences with the organization in any one of the three phases may have a negative impact on the 
experience as a whole. Fortunately, the opposite is equally true. The helpfulness of an organizer 
in rebooking a reservation or accommodating any special diet needs will give the visitor a posi-
tive first impression.

Corporate and Public Events
We can make a rough distinction between two types of events: corporate events and public 
events. Both types can be used in a strategic manner.

The points of departure in corporate events are the objective and the target group. The client 
or financier organizes corporate events to achieve something with a certain target audience (an 
exclusive event); for example, personnel events, company anniversaries, events for customers or 
the launch of a new car model.

Corporate events usually involve three categories of events, which we will explain briefly 
below.
•	 Business-to-business events: visitors are invited for business motives, and visitors go to the 

event for business reasons too. This does not mean that all leisure purposes are excluded. 
Examples are: trade shows, events for customers, anniversaries, conferences, or special 
events for customers as a part of major public sports events.
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•	 Business-to-consumer events: visitors are invited for business reasons, but they visit the event 
for leisure motives. Examples are brand events, such as Lego Kids Fest in various cities in 
the USA (Detroit, Richmond, Denver and Cincinnati); the Red Bull Air Race in Rotter-
dam, the Netherlands; public trade events like the national boat show in the Coca-Cola 
Dome in Johannesburg, South Africa; and the Volvo Ocean Race.

•	 Business-to-employee events: the target group is the employees of a company. The aim may be 
to create a sense of solidarity (through team-building) or to reward and thank employees for 
their efforts. Examples of this are the staff party of Unilever or Shell; the team-building days 
of ICT company EDS; a special event on the occasion of a merger for members of staff from 
both companies involved; or a staff outing to a major sports event.

Types of corporate events
Business events (business-to-business)
Events based on business interests and organized for corporate contacts:

•	 product presentations;
•	 opening ceremonies;
•	 dealer conventions;
•	 kick-off meetings;
•	 press presentations;
•	 shareholders’ meetings;
•	 sports events;
•	 small-scale business receptions;
•	 large-scale business receptions;
•	 national trade shows; and
•	 national conferences or symposiums.
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Personnel events (business-to-employee)
Events organized by a company or organization for the employees of that company or organization:

•	 product presentations;
•	 opening ceremonies;
•	 company anniversaries;
•	 kick-off meetings;
•	 sports events;
•	 open days;
•	 incentives;
•	 staff parties;
•	 events for retired employees;
•	 seasonal events; and
•	 corporate retreats, big meetings.

(Source: Verhaar, 2014; NIDAP, 2016.)
The point of departure in public events often centres around the contents. They are organ-

ized, for instance, for idealistic reasons, to entertain or elevate visitors or to satisfy a certain pub-
lic need. Public events are public, organized for the sake of their contents and intended for 
consumers; for example, pop festivals, music festivals and cultural festivals, but also dance events, 
charity events and sports events.

According to Kuiper and Kamp (2015), public events have four main objectives.

•	 Aesthetic objective: the organizer wants to show the public how attractive his product or type 
of product is; for instance, arts or cultural events.

•	 Idealistic objective (educational/social): an event can be organized for political, religious or 
social purposes – a demonstration, for example.

•	 Entertainment objective: the event is centred around entertainment. These kinds of events 
are usually organized for commercial reasons; they are low-threshold and attract large 
crowds. Examples are funfairs and dance events.

•	 Commercial objective: events can also be organized for pure economic considerations and 
without any specific entertainment objective, such as annual fairs or trade shows.

Public events often have several overlapping objectives. The main objectives described above are 
therefore not mutually exclusive. Many events with an aesthetic objective, for instance, also con-
tain elements of entertainment. Entertainment is used increasingly to encourage people to buy 
something (commercial value) or to believe something (idealistic, persuasive value). And, as al-
ready mentioned, public events are used by the business-to-business branch as a platform for 
inviting business contacts.

Types of public events
Festivals
•	 music festivals (e.g. dance, jazz and multicultural festivals);
•	 film festivals (national and international festivals);
•	 theatre festivals (e.g. street theatre and theatre on location); and
•	 arts festivals (a mix of theatre, dance, music, visual arts, film and new media).

Exhibitions/trade shows
Concerts/musical performances
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Rallies
Sports events
Attractions, including funfairs
Markets
•	 tourist markets;
•	 arts markets;
•	 pasar malam (Indonesian word for evening market);
•	 folkloristic annual markets, cheese and flea markets; and
•	 village fairs.

Commemorations and ceremonies
•	 centennial events;
•	 public holidays and other commemorations of historical significance, such as liberation 

parties and official holidays related to the royal family;
•	 silent marches;
•	 speeches;
•	 unregulated street markets;
•	 concerts (including benefit concerts);
•	 weddings;
•	 funerals and births/baptisms (members of the royal family or other celebrities); and
•	 day of the Queen’s/King’s speech.

Parades
•	 carnival parades and lantern parades;
•	 demonstrations;
•	 flower parades; and
•	 dance parade, love parade and gay parade.

Culinary events
(Source: Verhaar, 2014.)

Fading Boundaries Between Corporate and Public Events
From the perspective of the strategic objective, the boundaries between corporate and public 
events are fading. The objectives of public events are moving increasingly in the direction of 
those of corporate events.

On the one hand, public events are used to an increasing extent by organizations to arrange 
business-to-business events in which the public event constitutes the central platform. An ex-
ample of these kinds of events is the ‘trade day’ (day for professionals only) of the ITB (holiday 
trade show). One day of the ITB for consumers is reserved for industry professionals. Tourism 
professionals meet each other on that day at several symposiums, workshops and networking 
sessions. This ‘trade day’ can be regarded as a business-to-business event in which a public event 
(the ITB) is the main event, the central platform. Other examples are: VIP lounges, networking 
sessions during the Olympic Games, World Football Championships, the Australian Open in 
Melbourne and the ABN AMRO World Tennis Tournament in Rotterdam. A recent phenomenon 
is the development of concepts such as ‘congrestivals’, corporate festivals and business festivals. 
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Here, the objectives of a business event or conference are playfully combined with the festive and 
relaxed festival atmosphere. It is this different mindset that makes it easier for the objectives re-
garding the business target group to be achieved – whether it concerns employees, customers or 
other business contacts.
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On the other hand, public events seem to be taking on corporate characteristics to an increas-
ing extent. Commercial interests are getting bigger and bigger. Organizers of public events often 
have no alternative but to seek sponsor funds, because government subsidies are diminishing. This 
brings with it its share of obligations towards the sponsors concerned, such as setting up a special 
(separate) space for sponsors during the event. Public events with commercial interests can shift 
even further towards the corporate end of the spectrum, thus becoming a platform for the initi-
ation of countless commercial activities. A good example in this respect is the Tour de France. 
Originally a cycling contest, the event has become a commercial public event with major spon-
sorship interests. Organizations use this platform to initiate their own events. For instance, local 
bank branches invited their own customers to a client event on the first day of the Tour de France.

Business-to-consumer events in particular, such as the ITB Berlin (the world’s leading travel 
trade show) or the International Motor Show in Geneva, Switzerland, occur at the interface be-
tween corporate and public events. They have a business and/or commercial goal, but are open 
to everyone who is interested.

The fading boundaries between corporate and public events have been visualized in Fig. 1.1, 
which will be explained further below. The figure is about events that have overlapping objectives.  
What is important in this respect is the perspective of the target group, as well as that of the 
commissioner of the event.

Corporate events
 1. Business-to-business events (BtoB):

1a The trade show ‘Event’ or a dealers meeting.
1b Events for clients during Roland Garros in Paris.

 2. Business-to-employee events (BtoE):
2a Shell or Unilever staff party or staff team-building day.
2b Staff outing to a major sports event.

 3. Business-to-consumer events (BtoC): Red Bull Air Race, World Championship in several 
cities like New York (USA, the Hudson River), Lisbon (Portugal, Tagus River), Abu Dhabi or 
ITB Berlin, or the introduction of a new car model to the public.

Public events
 4. Public events:

 4a Opening ceremony of the Nike Brand Store in Basel, Switzerland, or the arts festival ‘The 
Fringe’ in Edinburgh, Scotland.
4b Castlebar International Four Days’ Walks in Ireland, with sponsorship programme.
4c Start of the Tour de France, with numerous side events organized by sponsors.

Corporate events Public events

4a

4b

4c

1b

2b

1a

2a

3 BtoC

BtoB

BtoE

Fig. 1.1. Examples of overlapping between 
corporate and public events.
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The Importance of Managing Events
Management is an important aspect in the strategic use of events. After all, the organizing party 
invests a great deal of money and effort in the event and consequently wants something in re-
turn. That is why the organizer will monitor the effects of the event (both during and afterwards) 
on visitors and, if necessary, make alterations to the project or parts of the project.

The management process consists of four steps:

•	 Plan: the organization decides to use an event to achieve one or more objectives within a 
certain period of time.

•	 Do: the actual organization of the event. In this process, it is very important for the event to 
be aligned with the objectives formulated previously, both in terms of category and set-up.

•	 Check: the assessment of objective attainment during and after the event. The organizer 
checks whether the objectives determined in the plan phase have been achieved. This phase 
involves effect measurement and evaluation.

•	 Act: the integration of the effect measurement results into the strategy. Depending on the 
outcome of the effect measurement, the organizer makes alterations to the strategy. Upon a 
successful outcome, for instance, it may be decided to organize the event again in the future 
(because it was successful) or, conversely, not to organize the event again in the future 
( because the goal was achieved).

And thus the circle is complete. The four steps together constitute what is referred to as the 
Plan–Do–Check–Act cycle (see Fig. 1.2).

In everyday practice, however, the cycle is not entirely completed. Effect measurement and evalu-
ation are often overlooked, because some goals are difficult to measure or because all energy and atten-
tion is directed towards organizing the event. As a result, the party who commissioned the event will 
not have any information as to whether or not the efforts were actually productive and worthwhile.

The EVENTS Model
This book has been written by means of what is referred to as the EVENTS model. The model 
was developed at the Breda University of Applied Sciences as a tool to study systematically the 
strategic use of events (see also Box 1.1). ‘EVENTS’ is an acronym of ‘Environment’, ‘Value’, 
‘Effect’, ‘New’, ‘Touchpoint’ and ‘Strategy’. Events are strongly connected with their Environment 
and with the core Values and the Strategy of the organizing party. The New concept and design 
for the event must be in alignment with these values and with the strategy. The visitor experience 
of the event starts as early as when the event is announced or invitations are sent out. During 
and after the event, visitors also come into contact (Touchpoint) with the event. Finally, it is 
important to measure the Effect of the event in order to be able to ascertain just how much it 
contributed towards achieving the strategic objectives formulated in advance.

Act

Plan

Check

Do

Fig. 1.2. The PDCA cycle or Deming cycle. (Source: Truscott, 2003.)
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Act

Plan CheckDo

From Strategy
 to Concept

Effect
Measurement
and Evaluation

Macroenvironment
Mesoenvironment

Microenvironment (organization)= touchpoints

direct postpre

exposure

EVENTMarketing
Communication

Customer
Relationship

Marketing

City
Marketing

Branding
(internal and

external)

Event Marketing

Fig. 1.3. The EVENTS model.

Box 1.1.
Figure 1.3 illustrates the EVENTS model. It consists of a core and a layer around it. The 
layer represents the broader context in which event marketing is performed. The outer layer 
of the model symbolizes the macro- and mesoenvironments that affect event marketing 
strategies. These environments exert influence on the organization. In these environments, 
there are quite a few parties that exert influence – either directly or indirectly – on the 
organization that seeks to engage in event marketing. The behaviour of competitors or 
target groups may also necessitate organizations to change their practices. Economic 
trends and developments also affect the marketing strategies of organizations.

The core represents the entire PDCA cycle. To the left of the model, we see an axis with 
four vanes. As already mentioned, this part of the figure represents the ‘plan’ phase. The axis 
represents event marketing. Each of the four vanes represents a marketing sub-area in which 
event marketing is used as a tool. As already mentioned, these sub-areas are customer rela-
tionship marketing, marketing communication, branding and city marketing. The arrow exit-
ing from the axis illustrates the translation of the general strategy to the concept and design 
of a specific event. To the right of the vanes, we see an oval on its side, which represents the 
‘do’ phase. It displays the three stages of an event: pre-exposure, direct exposure and 
post-exposure. These are the stages before, during and after an event, which we discussed in 
the section on touchpoints. The touchpoints themselves are depicted by the dots in the oval.

Finally, to the right of the model, we have the ‘check’ phase. The large arrow to the right 
represents the phase of effect measurement. The fact that effect measurements are not 
only carried out afterwards but also during the event is shown by the small arrows in the oval.

The arrow at the bottom of the figure symbolizes the feedback of the effect measure-
ments results. If necessary, alterations will be made to the strategy, which brings us back 
to the ‘plan’ phase.
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The EVENTS model is an elaboration of the PDCA cycle. Just like this cycle, the model has 
four steps: plan, do, check, act. The model shows how these four steps are taken in the strategic 
use of events.

The Structure of This Book
Chapters 2–10 inclusive, following this introductory chapter, are divided into three parts. The 
first part concerns the plan phase from the EVENTS model, the second part covers the do phase 
and the third part relates to the check phase.

In Part I, which is about the plan phase, we will deal first with a number of economic theor-
ies in which experiences and events play an important part. In this process, we will explain – 
 basically by means of the experience and happiness economy – why events have become such a 
popular tool over the past decade (Chapter 2). We will also show why the contents and form of 
events are going to change over the years to come. Other themes dealt with in Part I are event 
marketing (Chapter 3) and the marketing sub-areas in which event marketing is applied. Cus-
tomer relationship marketing, marketing communication, branding and city marketing will be 
dealt with successively (Chapters 4–7 inclusive).

Part II revolves around the do phase. We will describe how strategic objectives are translated 
to event concepts and designs. Chapter 8 presents answers to questions such as ‘What is a good 
concept?’ and ‘What is the difference between an experience and perception?’. Moreover, we will 
go into detail about the methods to optimize the visitor experience (Chapter 9).

The final part of the book is about the check phase. In Chapter 10, we will explain how event 
organizers can measure the effects of their events and evaluate the research results. We will con-
clude the book with an overview of models for effect measurement and a practical example of 
effect measurement.

Event management, the elaboration of the concept and the organization of events in actual 
practice are themes that are not covered in this book.

Online Study Material
At https://www.cabi.org/openresources/42300 you will find the online study material for this book. 
This material consists of:

•	 open questions;
•	 a practice test including answers; and
•	 useful appendices to Chapters 9 and 10.

Answers to the open questions, multiple-choice questions with answers and PowerPoint presen-
tations are available for lecturers.

https://www.cabi.org/openresources/42300
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